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FILE CASE 11-16-02

By Virginia Marco

Chad, Tracy, Jason, Leah, Nancy, DeDe, Alma and I went to this property to investigate
paranormal problems. The residents ofthe apartment greeted us at the door, they welcome us
inside, we ask the ladies please not to say nothing for now, until the investigation was finished,
immediately I saw in the ceiling the legs of a male ghost as if was hanging among two floors, then I
went toward the kitchen and there I could see as if it was a movie, the male ghost bothering the
two ladies, when they were distracted, the male ghost touches them, elbowing, moves plates, cups,
glasses, when they are sleeping he throws things to the floor, to frighten them, but when they go to
the kitchen to see, everything is in their place, the male ghost see them than laugh. The male ghost
is 5'9" height, has approximately 59 years old, the face is oval, has coffee color eyes, short color
gray-haired, he dress all in black, black pants, black jacket, leather straps shoes black, white shirt.
The male ghost said to me that his name is Henry Ba ... I cannot understand his surname, I ask
him what year he believes that it is and he responded 1920, the male ghost said to me that he saw
one of the girls that live here in a cemetery and quote-" I find the opportunity to follow her every
place that the girl goes." I ask the male ghost why, and he responded, because she and I feel very
alone, in other word we need a companionship from one to the other! Then we went to the second
floor, in which there are two bedrooms, immediately I went to one of the bedrooms where I saw a
female child ghost, she was playing with a small stroller, the female child ghost had a pink and
white color dress on, her skin color was very pale, and white hair blonde, she was 8 years old. I ask
to the female child ghost, what is your name? And she responded, Wendy is my name! I ask
where you come from, Wendy? The female child ghost responds, I am from here, but this is not
my house, I don't know where my house is! I said to her, why this house? Wendy responde- I
follow one of the adult ladies, it pleases her that I am here!. In the other bedroom, I saw the male
ghost enter, he looked at me! And then he showed me how he gets attention to the lady, Henry
shakes the bed and next to the bed he bends down and breathes very strong in the face of the lady
when she is sleeping. Chad proceeded to do contact with the two ghost, I cannot hear what Chad
asks, but yes I can hear Henry the ghost responded" my name is Henry Ba. the year is 1920, July
18, I followed one of the ladies, it does not matter where she is, I follow her. She feels alone as I
do. Not, I am from Ohio! Then I hear Wendy respond to Chad. The female child ghost responds,
"my name is Wendy, the year is 1899, I am from here, and I am a little girl! You want to play with
me! Here I am in front of you! This was the dialogue that the two ghosts did with Chad. My
conclusion is," the apartment is haunted!"

